
Counting on Deliverability  
When Email is a Lifeblood
SparkPost Delivers API-Driven Email at Scale  
for Precision Sample.

OVERVIEW

Precision Sample is a research company that owns and operates proprietary online, mobile, 
and social survey panels of over 4.5 million participants in the United States, Canada, United 
Kingdom, Australia, and Latin America. The company was founded in 2009 to address sig-
nificant gaps among emerging technologies and practices in the online research industry. 
Precision Sample works with full-service market research agencies and Fortune 1000 market 
research teams to program surveys and to deliver targeted survey participants. Managed by an 
experienced team of research and direct marketing professionals, the firm employs state-of-
the-art features and practices to deliver accuracy and response unmatched in the industry.

Don Golden, Precision Sample’s founder and CEO understands the value of email to his busi-
ness. “Email is the lifeblood of our company,” he says, “because at our core, we’re a highly 
evolved email marketing organization.” Email is the critical channel by which Precision Sample 
recruits and drives response from its millions of survey panel participants, so it’s no wonder that 
efficient automation and fast, reliable inbox placement are core requirements for its business. 
The company fields hundreds of surveys per month, and needs to solicit and engage partici-
pants very quickly, usually in just a matter of days.

Golden notes his company “had worked with several email service providers (ESPs) over the 
years but had been unable to find a vendor that could deliver the right combination of scalable 
automation and high delivery.” One provider might have tools to automate message genera-
tion, but falter with lackluster delivery. Or, another ESP would promise sufficient deliverability 
but was implemented with inflexible or unscalable APIs.

Precision Sample could not afford the compromises these vendors required. To support the 
company’s continued growth, the Precision Sample team began to investigate alternatives. 
When Golden was introduced to SparkPost, he realized it was possible to achieve both high 
deliverability and scalable automation of message generation.

REQUIREMENTS

Because the generation of highly personalized and time-sensitive email messages is a mission-
critical component of the company’s core business process, Precision Sample needed an email 
solution that would impose no compromises on either programmatic message generation 
or on email deliverability. Getting messages to the inbox is a core requirement for any email 
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marketer, but Precision Sample’s business requirements went beyond deliverability. As Golden 
noted, “Because we send several million highly customized emails daily, scalable APIs are one of 
our primary requirements.”

In short, the company was looking for:

 Scalable APIs that can generate and send several million highly-customized emails every day.

 High-performing, flexible, and reliable integration with other internal systems and email 
platforms.

 Rapid transmission and bullet-proof message deliverability to the inbox.

 A business model that gave the company pricing transparency and predictability for scaling 
its growth and costs.

THE SPARKPOST SOLUTION

Precision Sample chose SparkPost to power this mission-critical business process because of the 
service’s scalable APIs and ability to get email messages its participants’ inboxes reliably and on 
time. The company’s team was pleased when they began connecting SparkPost to its internal 
systems. Golden reports, “We do an API integration with all of our email platforms, and my tech 
team had minimal issues getting SparkPost APIs up and running.” 

The benefits of choosing SparkPost were borne out once Precision Sample began using the solu-
tion in production:

 SparkPost’s flexible, API-driven architecture not only scales to meet Precision Sample’ 
performance requirements, but also allowed Precision Sample’ tech team to get its systems 
connected and up and running quickly. 

 SparkPost’s superb deliverability to the inbox—the best in the industry—maximizes the 
reach and precision of Precision Sample’ survey panels and materially impacts the company’s 
bottom line. 

 The pricing of the SparkPost cloud email service is straight-forward, transparent, and 
predictable. 

 SparkPost’s decade-long experience with high-performance email delivery—and its leverage 
of the scalable and elastic Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud infrastructure—reduced risk 
and gave Precision Sample confidence in the team and technology behind SparkPost.

Email really is the lifeblood of this fast-growing company, contributing to doubled revenues 
every year and a spot on the Inc. 5000 list of fast-growing entrepreneurial businesses. As Golden 
noted, “I like that I don’t have to worry about email on a daily basis. In fact, SparkPost is the best 
ESP I have ever worked with, and I’ve worked with a lot.”


